


Welcome to the westernmost country in Europe.

Today we meet here for together, all of us, to look for new ways 

to resolve this, I am being too ambitious, but for mitigation 

and better preparation for  this scourge, which is traditional in 

the countries of the Mediterranean basin, but now extends to 

the whole of Europe - forest fires at any time, regardless of the 

various seasons

But as everyone, and some of you are aware of, even with your 

physical presence in a European cooperation action, which we 

thank you in advance, you are well aware of this scourge of  

forest fires.

Within this CTIF committee, our meetings are always 

opportunities for  joint reflection and exchange of experiences, 

which will certainly contribute to  share  knowledge and to 

develop  prospective analysis, for future actions.

Thanking you all for your presence, I wish you all a good 

job and that your stay with us, will proceed in the best 

way, because it is with great pleasure that we receive you, 

responding in this way to the kind invitation you have received, 

from CTIF.

Thanks.

José Ferreira
Chairman of the board of National Fire Service School



AGENDA



08:00-24:00 Arrival, Transport of participants–

12thTuesday, November

09:00-09:30

09:30

09:45-10:45

10:45-11:00

11:00-13:00

Transfer to National Fire School

Opening of meeting:
 • Welcome speech (ENB President)
 • Presentation of the agenda

1st presentation

Project of the Croatian Academy for Science in measuring
erosion of soil after wildland fires (cooperation with Portugal)
(Croatia)

2nd presentation

The large forest fire in Monchique 2018
Richard Marques (Commander of Portimão Firefighters)

3rd presentation

Strategy for mitigating the effects of large rural fires
Duarte da Costa (Brigadier General – National Operacional Commander)

Coffee Break

4th presentation

Landscape fires in Germany 2018-2019: Small size, long
duration, extreme impacts and challenges
Johann Georg Goldammer (THW / GFMC)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

07:00-09:00 Breakfast at the hotel–

13thWednesday, November
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13:00-14:00

14:30-15:45

15:45-16:00

16:00-17:00

17:00

5th presentation

Wildland fires in Croatia 2019 – organization, statistics and 
lessons learned
Slavko Tucakovic (The main fire-fighting commander of Croatia)

6th presentation

Operational tools in the united coordination and
operational center of hellenic fire corps – evia fire case 
study – are we really prepared for the big one?
Zisoula Ntasiou (Fire Major of Hellenic Fire Corps)

7th presentation

System forest fire in Austria
Jörg Degenhart  (State Fire School Tyrol Air service, competitions, training)

8th presentation

Global landscape fires in 2019: Ridge walk between reality, 
media hype and political-public response
Johann Georg Goldammer (THW / GFMC)

9th presentation

Forest fires in the Alps
Daniele Ryser (Swiss firefighters Association)

Lunch at the National Fire School

Demonstration and presentation of Simulation and Virtual Reality Center

Coffee Break

Next meeting
Any other business
Closing words

Transfer to the hotel – free time

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

´
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09:00-09:30

09:30-12:30

12:30-14:30

14:30-15:30

15:30-18:00

18:00-19:30

19:45

Transfer to Sintra Fire Brigade

Final Conference and dissemination of the Forestgame project
Forestgame is a Co-funded project by the Erasmus+ Programme of 
the European Union and it’s a Training programme and serious game 
for the qualification of prevention and firefighting operators.

Lunch

Visit to Sintra Fire Brigade

Visit to Cabo da Roca (the westernmost point of continental Europe)

Return to the Hotel

Transfer to Dinner

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

14th

07:00-09:00 Breakfast at the hotel–

Thursday, November

Transfer to airport–

15thFriday, November
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ABSTRACTS



Project of the Croatian Academy for Science in 
measuring erosion of soil after wildland fires 
(cooperation with Portugal)

(Croatia)
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The Monchique fire 2018 was one of the largest civil protection operations that took 

place in Portugal, being the first to attain the maximum exponent of the recently modified 

incident command system, implemented under the Integrated Protection and Relief 

Operations framework.

From the initial attack, through enhanced attack reinforcement, it is possible through 

an insight from the field to realize the technical and operational constraints that shaped 

the strategy outlined, and how decisive actions were instrumental in each modality to 

achieve the fundamental objectives, especially the absence of dead fire victims, between 

the operational staff and the population, and also the reversal of the foreseeable 

catastrophic development potential.

A continuous lesson learnt process is central for a qualitative evolution of the relief 

mechanism in the different branches of the operational management.

The huge support operations for the population and the logistical support for operations 

were preponderant for the achieved results, as acknowledged by national and international 

authorities.

The large forest fire in Monchique 2018

Richard Marques (Commander of Portimão Firefighters)
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Richard Nunes Marques

Richard Marques has a Degree in Bio-Resources Management/Environmental Management, and is 
Specialized in Emergency Management, through the Graduate Course of the National School for Firefighters.
Master student in Risks and Civil Protection at the Superior Institute of Education and Sciences in Lisbon.
As most relevant complementary training, stands out in his curriculum:
– International expert certified by the European Civil Protection Mechanism and NATO, having participated 

in several technical visits and international certification courses as a trainee, as well as in international 
forums and programs in various countries.

– Attendance at several Courses, Seminars, Workshops within the scope of Operations Planning and 
Emergency Management, Fire Safety, Organizational Management, Staff, Decision Support Techniques, 
Operational Command Post, Planning and Driving Exercises, Information and Communication Systems, 
Coordination, Command and Control Systems, Forest Fires, Urban and Industrial Fires, Technical Rescue,  
Air Resources Coordination and Aeronautical Infrastructure Management, Risk Management, Hygiene 
and Ocuppational Safety, Radiological Emergencies, Defensive Driving, Media Training, Coaching, Lead-
ership and Human Motivation, Training of Trainers and Training Management, among others.

He is a Trainer at the National Fire School in the area of Hazardous Accident Control, and he is also certified 
by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) as a HAZMAT international Instructor.
In the training área he is a Strategic and tactical level instructor, in the scope of incident command system.
He organized and Lectured at several seminars and workshops in Safety, NRBQ, Fire, Civil Protection and 
Relief Operations.
Regarding professional experience:
–  Since May 1st, 2014 he is the Municipal Operational Commander at Portimão Municipality,  Commander 

of the Portimão Fire Department and Municipal Coordinator for Civil Protection.
– Since 2007, he has been a Duty Commanding Officer at the Algarve Regional Relief Operations 

Command of the National Emergency and Civil Protection Authority.
– Previously, under the Portuguese Emergency Civil Protection Authority, he was a Company Commander 

of the Special Firefighters Force, and served also as Head of Planning, Operations and Intelligance in 
the National Command for Emergency and Civil Protection.

– Coming from the Firefighters career that wich he started in 1989 in the Faro Fire Department, he 
rose from Infant to the leadership class, being appointed in 2007, Deputy Commander and in 2009, 
Commander.

Troughout his career he was awarded with:
5 Official Praises; The gold degree medal for distinguished services; The gold dedication medal and 5, 10, 
15, 20 and 25 years medals for good and effective services.



Any strategy aimed at mitigating the effects of large rural fires will have to be based 

on the idea that the value chain of a major fire often starts at very long time distances 

of tens of years, which includes in its genesis everything failed to do to prevent it from 

happening. The role of civil protection and in particular the operational organization for 

combat has been based on a much shorter value chain, based mainly on what elements 

are associated with combat or at the very earliest anticipation of events before they occur.

Thus it is urgent once and for all to address the problem by trying to expand civil protection 

intervention with an equally long value chain or at least to bring it closer to the value 

chain of large rural fires.

And in order to do so, it is necessary to intervene in different pillars that lie in an ex ante 

timeline of anticipation itself, namely prevention, training and surveillance, integrating 

them into the full cycle together with anticipation and operational organization.

This does not, however, remove the weight of combat in the underlying operational 

organization, which should increasingly incorporate academic knowledge and align it 

with the operational experience already gained, use integrated decision support systems, 

promote a system of operations tailored to geographical asymmetries that nonetheless 

exist in our country, provide the response forces with flexibility and complementarity to 

cope with sudden changes in situation, and above all realize that all combat is only in the 

last segment of the value chain and therefore is subject to all the inefficiencies that exist 

in the previous segments of it.

Strategy for mitigating the effects
of large rural fires

Duarte da Costa (Brigadier General – National Operational Commander)
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José Manuel Duarte da Costa 

Brigadier General is currently the National Emergency and Civil Protection Commander of the National 
Emergency and Civil Protection Authority.
Born in Lisbon in 1961, has 38 years of service and was promoted to his current post in December 2018.
Qualified with the following courses:
Military Academy Infantry Course, Infantry Practical School Captain Promotion Course, Senior Officer 

Promotion Course of the Institute of Advanced Military Studies, General Staff Institute of Military 
Studies Course, Institute of National Defense Auditors Course of National Defense and Promotion 
Course to General Officer of the Institute of Higher Military Studies.

Similarly in its curriculum are several military courses and internships of which stand out:
Command Course, Military Physical Education Instructor Course, Military Skydiving Course, Military Safety 

Course, US Army RANGER Course, NATO SCHOOL Psychological Operations Planning Course, and ISAF 
/ NATO Counterinsurgency Course.

In addition to the Master’s degree in Military Sciences from the Military Academy, he holds the MBA (ABT) 
from the Catholic University of Portugal and the Postgraduate Degree in International Relations and 
Political Science from the Lusíada University.

Throughout his career, he has served in various Army Units, Establishments and Organs, including:
In the Command Regiment, in the Command of the Airborne Troops / Independent Airborne Brigade, in 

the Presidency of the Republic where he was Deputy President of the Republic, in the Institute of High 
Military Studies where he served as Strategy Professor and Head of the Strategy Office, in the Rapid 
Reaction Brigade where he was the Chief of Staff, in the Office of the Minister of National Defense 
where he was the Advisor for External Relations of Defense, in the Parachute School of Troops where he 
was the Commander of the Unit, in the Military Academy where he was the Commander of the Student 
Corps and the Military Academy Barracks Commander in Amadora and the Land Forces Command 
where he was Chief of Staff.

Abroad, we highlight the performance of the following positions:
At EUROFOR in Florence / Italy, he held the position of Intel Section Chief for three years at ISAF at 

the Afghanistan Operations Theater. He commanded the Kabul Capital Division Operational National 
Mentor Liasion Team 01/10 at EUFOR at the EUFOR Operations Theater. FYROM / Macedonia was Intel 
Analysis Section Chief in Operation Concordia and under Technical-Military Cooperation, Professor of 
Strategy at the Higher Institute of Military Education in Angola;

Its service record includes thirteen national praises and a commendable foreign reference.
It also has the following national decorations:
Aviz Military Order Medal (Commander’s Degree), three Distinguished Service Medals (Silver Degree), three 

Military Merit Medals (1st, 2nd and 3rd Class), two National Defense Medals (1st and 2nd Class), three 
Medals of Exemplary Behavior (Gold, Silver and Copper Degrees) and Commemorative Special Service 
Medal / Afghanistan.

It was further distinguished with the following foreign decorations:
Commander of the Order of Civil Merit of Spain, Commander Al Alaoui Wissam of the Kingdom of Morocco, 

Officer of the Order of Merit of Poland, Officer of the Order of the Southern Cross of Brazil, Officer of 
the Order of Merit of Ukraine, EUFOR Medal / Operation Concordia, EUROFOR Medal and NATO / Non-
Article Medal 5.
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Since 2018 Germany is experiencing an increasing occurrence of wildfires affecting the 

natural, cultural and urban-industrial landscapes. An increasing duration of persisting 

weather patterns, associated with extended droughts and overall decrease of precipitation 

in some parts of the country, are attributed to the change of the Jet Stream patterns – a 

consequence of climate change. Agriculture and forestry are most severely affected by 

drought and lowering of the water table, especially in Northeast Germany. Dying forest 

stands, some of them affected by multiple stresses (drought windbreaks and windfalls, 

bark beetles and other pests and diseases), show an increased wildfire hazard. Wildfire 

statistics, which are available only for forest lands, show an increase of wildfires affecting 

forests in 2018 and 2019. Agricultural fires and fires burning in protected / conservation 

areas are not recorded centrally, but also show a significant increase.

Land managers – including owners and managers of agricultural lands, conservation 

areas and forests – were overwhelmed by the droughts of 2018 and 2019 and not 

prepared for multiple, extended and large wildfires. In Germany, where the last extended 

and large fires occurred in the 1970s, the experience handling large fires has been lost, 

and specialized training and equipment for wildfire suppression not available.

In 2018 and 2019 most problematic were fires burning on sites contaminated by 

unexploded ordnance (UXO) stemming from World Wars I and II, as well as from military 

training and shooting ranges during the time of the Cold War. In Germany active and 

abandoned military training ranges cover about 680,000 hectares (ha), equivalent to 2% 

of the territory of Germany. Thereof around 250,000 ha contaminated by UXO. In addition, 

about 400.000 ha of former combat theatres of the end of WW II are suspected or de facto 

contaminated by UXO. The majority of these areas are in Eastern / Northeastern Germany, 

a region that has the most continental climate of Germany, i.e. lower precipitation 

as compared to other parts of Germany, with predominantly dry and sandy soils, on 

which coniferous stands of high wildfire hazard constitute the common forest cover. 

Landscape fires in Germany 2018-2019:
Small size, long duration, extreme impacts and 
challenges 

Johann Georg Goldammer (THW / GFMC)
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Johann Georg Goldammer

Johann Georg Goldammer is a professional forester and forest scientist specialized in fire ecology and fire 
management at the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry and professor for fire ecology at Freiburg University, 
Germany. In 1998 he established the Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC) and is serving as its Direc-
tor since then. The GFMC is a member of the Science and Technology Partnership of the United Nations 
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR), coordinator the UNISDR Wildland Fire Advisory 
Group (WFAG) and provider of a Voluntary Commitment for the implementation of the Sendai Framework 
for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030. At regional European level the GMFC is serving as a Specialised 
Euro-Mediterranean Centre under the European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement and imple-
menter of the Wildfire Disaster Risk Reduction agenda of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in 
Europe (OSCE). Furthermore, the GFMC is acting as Secretariat of the International Fire Aviation Working 
Group (IFAWG) and the voluntary International Wildfire Preparedness Mechanism (IWPM). 

According to the security rules for German Fire and Rescue Services and the EOD Disposal 

Teams it is not allowed to directly attach fires burning on UXO-contaminated terrain, i.e. 

ground forces and aerial support need to keep a safety distance of 1000 m.

In the light of this high wildfire threat the Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC), 

based in Freiburg, Germany, started a Development project in Brandenburg State, in 

cooperation with State and County Services, and a private entrepreneur, that would allow 

to use armored technologies for setting and controlling prescribed and suppression fires 

(counter fires / back fires) on UXO-contaminated terrain. The project was initiated in 

2006 and lasted until 2014. It resulted in the development of armored ignition and 

control systems, including the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). The technologies 

became operational for wildfire control on contaminated terrain since 2012.

While the combination of lost experience, lack of training and adequate equipment 

created a difficult situation for local community, county-level and State Fire Services. The 

situation was worsened by fires occurring on UXO-contaminated terrain. However, the 

availability of the specialized system allowed the confinement and control of fires that 

otherwise could not be suppressed by conventional means available to the State Services 

and the Volunteer Fire Units.

The presentation summarizes the experiences gained in 2018-19 and details the needs 

for further improvement for enhancing fire management capabilities in the Federal 

Republic of Germany.
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The presentation gives in the introduction a short overview of the role of the Croatian 

Firefighting Association in the Homeland security system and bases on which it is 

organized.

Then it is explaining the main activities in the implementation of the Program of special 

measures in fulfilling special measures of fire protection important for the Republic of 

Croatia in 2019, showing its results and further improvements. 

Wildland fires in Croatia 2019
– organization, statistics and lessons learned

Slavko Tucakovic (The main fire-fighting commander of Croatia)

Slavko Tucakovic

Slavko Tucakovic is since 1993 active in the fire-protection and fire-fighting system, first in fire-prevention, 
and after 1996 in the fire suppression system as commander of a fire-fighting unit and since 2000 as coun-
ty – fire-fighting commander. He is the main fire-fighting commander of the Republic of Croatia since 2012. 
He has an education as chemical engineer, graduated engineer of security and specialist of management 
of business systems, and finally finished 2018 army command school education.

´

´

´
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New technologies such as global positioning system (GPS), geographical information 

systems (GIS), satellite images, real-time fire monitoring system, tools for remote sensing, 

drones and our new ENGAGE system are supporting the Hellenic Fire Corps to operate 

and manage all the small and large incidents all over the country. 

The ENGAGE  system is an incident management and computer aided dispatch constitutes 

a call-center solution for public & private safety organizations providing all the tools for 

call management, incident creation end editing, operational resource management and 

disparate crucial information data integration. 

In the 13 of August 2019, we came up against a constantly overturning and rapidly 

evolving forest fire near and within an urban area of Evia region. We activated the 

European Mechanism of Civil Protection and 2 CL-415 from Italy and 1 CL-415 from 

Spain came to help us. We will see the case study 

And the question is: Are we really prepared for disasters? Is it really the problem in the 

way the response units operate? Or it’s something else? What is happening with the 

climate change? What is happening with the prevention? Where we choose to live?

Operational tools in the united coordination and 
operational center of hellenic fire corps – evia fire 
case study – are we really prepared for the big one? 

Zisoula Ntasiou (Fire Major of Hellenic Fire Corps)
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Zisoula Ntasiou 

Zisoula Ntasiou is a Fire Major in the Hellenic Fire Corps, part of the Ministry for Citizen Protection. She 
graduated from the Hellenic Fire Academy in 2002, in addition she holds a degree and a master degree in 
Forestry (School of Forestry and Natural Environment, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki).
The last 16 years Zisoula Ntasiou is working as a Duty Officer in the United Coordination and Operational 
Center of the Hellenic Fire Corps in Athens. During every fire season, she is liaising with the Departments of 
the Hellenic Army, Air Force, Hellenic Police and representatives of private companies’ helicopters.
Last year Zisoula Ntasiou was a member of the Forest Fires prone countries experts group in the Emergency 
Response Coordination Centre (ERCC) in Brussels. She is also a member of the Forest Fires commission of 
the International Association of Fire and Rescue Services (CTIF).  
Zisoula is married and she is a mother of an 12 years old son.  In her free time, Zisoula enjoys to spend time 
with her family, go climbing, take photographs and play music. 



System forest fire in Austria

• Organization Fire service in Austria 

• Wildfires / Forest fires in Austria

• Vegetation

• Aerial forest fire fighting

• Education for firefighter

• Special equipment and helocopters in Austria

System forest fire in Austria 

Jörg Degenhart (State Fire School Tyrol Air service, competitions, training)

Zisoula Ntasiou 

Since 1995 employee of the employee of the state fire brigade association Instructors in the field: 
Leadership, Hazardous Substances, Air Service.
Since 1995 employee of the state fire brigade association.
1995 instructor in the field of: guidance, hazardous substances, respiratory protection and body protection, 
air service.
1997 - 2015 Radiation protection officer in the LFV Tyrol.
1999 - 2009 Commander of the fire department Wildermieming.
2008 - 2013 section commander in section Telfs.
2001 - 2013 Area Manager Flight Service in the district IBK Land Since.
2013 Area Manager Competitions and Performance Tests in the LFV Tirol.
2016 Area Manager Flight Service in the LFV Tyrol.
2016 Area Manager Forest Fire Fighting and Air Service in the Austrian Federal Fire Brigade.
Due to my many years as an instructor, as commander of one or more fire brigades and as head of 
department, I was constantly challenged to communicate, but never presented a problem. 
Through my many years working in adult education, I went through a good school.
For more than 20 years, I have dealt with organization and leadership. 
Lead a fire department about 80 people.
Leading a fire department 9 fire departments.
Guide the SG flight service 100 people.
Organization of several events with up to 3000 persons.
The area of public relations partly falls into my area of work, this area is also very important to me.
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Member services of CTIF in countries around the world are increasingly involved in cross-

boundary missions to assist neighboring countries or following international calls for 

wildfire emergency assistance.

Cross-boundary assistance in emergency support requires legally binding bilateral 

agreements between nations, which are in place globally among countries sharing borders. 

The only regional / multilateral agreements dedicated to mutual assistance in responding 

to wildfires is in place in the ASEAN (Association of South East Asian Nations). Within the 

European Union the Union Civil Projection Mechanism (UCPM) and the rescEU initiative 

provides a framework for voluntary mutual assistance among UCPM participating States. 

A large number of projects funded by the European Commission (EC) address enhancing 

and streamlining cooperation in regional natural and technogenic disaster response 

including disaster response preparedness. A recent decision by the European Parliament 

tasked the EC to enhance communication, cooperation and interoperability among the 

European players in disaster response, among which the most recent – and probably 

most important – study was commissioned to develop a proposal for the establishment 

of a Network of European Hubs for Civil Protection and Crisis Management, with a pilot 

hub Wildfire Risk Management. While this and numerous related projects are underway 

in the EU, the response to international crises and requests for wildfire emergency 

assistance is often still based on ad-hoc political decisions, often gestures of diplomacy 

and humanitarian assistance. Professional institutions – centers of excellence in fire 

science and fire management – are usually not consulted and decision about rendering 

assistance are made by politicians, bureaucrats or fire service personnel, who are not 

familiar with the ecological / environmental, social, economic and political conditions in 

countries requesting assistance, notably in the developing world or countries in economic 

and political transition.

Global landscape fires in 2019: Ridge walk 
between reality, media hype and political-public 
response

Johann Georg Goldammer (THW / GFMC)
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In mid-2019 the political and media response to the situation in South America – within 

the Amazon Basin and adjoining regions – was based on non-informed interpretation 

of satellite images of fires – not differentiating between fires set for land-use change, 

routine land-use fires and wildfires – and smoke pollution. The satellite observations of 

active fires and area burned by end of August 2019 show that average or less fire activity 

as compared to previous years was recorded.

Number of fires in Brazil (1 Jan - 27 Aug for each year 2002 to 2019) and area of Brazilian Amazon burned 

(Note: the 2019 data cover the period from 1 January to 31 August 2019 only).

While the international response to the conversion of Amazonian rainforests to agricultural 

plantations resulted in a high international political pressure on the government of 

South American countries – an important development for creating awareness on the 

consequences of rain forest conversion to agro-industrial land use – fire specialists sent 

by countries, or self-appointed so-called fire specialists, learned that South American 

countries are better trained to manage fires in their natural and cultural landscapes as 

compared to many industrial countries. 

The presentation analyses to extent of the political and media hypes of politicians, 

bureaucrats and other non-informed actors to the fires burning in South America, Russia 

and Indonesia in 2019.
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A project co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund initiated by Austrian 

ministry in cooperation with University Wien Bodenkultur.

Forest fires in the Alpine region are responsible for damages and costs of many millions of 

euros each year. 90% of forest fires are caused by humans, 10% are ignited by lightning 

strikes. Extreme events are more common and likely on the south side of the Alps. The 

expected increasing intensity of drought periods and heat waves together with rural 

abandonment and more recreational activities will probably increase forest fire activity in 

the Alpine region in the near future. On the one hand the protection function of mountain 

forests will be at higher risk, on the other hand the problematic nature of the wildland-

urban-interface (WUI) will become more important. Current efforts to prevent forest 

fires are unable to prevent the occurrence of extreme events. The implementation of a 

foresighted and integrated forest fire management for the Alpine region is highly needed. 

To anticipate the intensified future fire regime, the following key options for an integrated 

forest fire management are recommended: 

 1. Adopt a multi-stakeholder approach on a transnational and collaborative basis 

 2. Improve the training of fire brigades and specialized action forces 

 3. Address and minimize negative effects of rural abandonment  

 4. Implement prevention measures on a regional and national basis 

 5. Improve awareness-raising activities for stakeholders and the population 

 6. Facilitate integrated forest fire management and planning 

 7. Establish knowledge transfer and transnational exchange activities 

 8. Minimize the risks of natural hazards after forest fires.

The promoters of this project organised a workshop at 27 and 28 June in Vienna with 

experts of all the alpine country. It was a good opportunity for a constructive exchange 

among researches in forest fires and in climate change, experts in forest firefighting, 

representatives of regional institutions and people active in rural development.

The paper is still in progress and aims to make politicians aware of making coordinated 

and effective decisions before it is too late.

Forest fires in the Alps - White Paper for policy makers

Daniele Ryser (Swiss firefighters Association)
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Daniele Ryser 

CH-6986 Novaggio 
Switzerland
Agricultural engineer, ETH Zürich.
Scientific collaborator in rural development at ETH Zürich.
Regional Manager (rural development) for the association of Municipalities of Malcantone (South 
Switzerland).
Several public offices (Mayor of Novaggio, deputy in the parliament of Canton Ticino, …).
Commander of a little volunteer fire brigade in Malcantone.
Vice president of the firefighter association of Canton Ticino.
Since 2008, member of the CTIF Forestfire Commission.

In the context of firefighting activities:
– collaboration with the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, snow and Landscape Research in forest fires in 

Southern Switzerland;
– development of a specific training in forest firefighting for the fire brigades of Cantone Ticino;
– setting of integrated forest fire management in Malcantone region;
– forest fire planning in some areas of the Canton of Valais and of Uri.
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Jörg Degenhart
Austrian Fire Brigade Austria
Head of Group “Forest Fire” in Austria

MAIL: j.degenhart@feuerwehr.tirol
PHONE: +43 6642149271

Sven Van Oppen
FOD Binnenlandse Zaken Algemene Directie Civiele 
Veiligheid – Kenniscentrum
Sergeant

MAIL: sven.vanoppen@hvznl.be
PHONE: +32 486893649

Dixheures Francis
KCCE Belgique
Expert

MAIL: francis.dixheures@zsdinaphi.be
PHONE: +32 478285432

Ante Sanader
Croatian Firefighting Association
President

MAIL: mario.starcevic@hvz.hr
PHONE: +385 13689168
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Jan Pecl
Fire and rescue System Of Czech Republic
Rescue System Specialist

MAIL: jan.pecl@grh.izscr.cz
PHONE: +420 724727726

Mario Starcevic
Croatian Firefighting Association
Secretary of the Operativ Technical Headquarter

MAIL: mario.starcevic@hvz.hr
PHONE: +385 13689168

´

^

Tucakovic Slavko
Croatian Firefighting Association
Main firefighting Commander

MAIL: mario.starcevic@hvz.hr
PHONE: +385 13689168

Rami Ruuska
Ministry of the Interior
Senior Officer

MAIL: rami.ruuska@intermin.fi
PHONE: +358 504560009
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Johann Georg Goldammer
THW / GFMC
Diretor

MAIL: johann.goldammer@fire.uni-freiburg.de
PHONE: +49 7618080811

Jean Marc Bedogni
Entente
Directeur Géneral

MAIL: jm.bedogni@valabre.com;s.giraudi@valabre.com
PHONE: +33 623624906

Jean Frédéric Biscay
Entente
Directeur Adjoint

MAIL: jf.biscay@valabre.com
PHONE: +33 614970448

Ulrich Cimolino
DFV German
Head of WG Wildfire Germany

MAIL: ulrich@cimolino.de
PHONE: +49 1722432894
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Zisoula Ntasiou
Hellenic Fire Corps
Unified Coordination and Operational Center

MAIL: zdasiou@hotmail.com;zdasiou@icloud.com
PHONE: +30 6945390102

Carina Halvorsen
Skien fire and rescue services/Forest Fire Troops of telemark
Senior Fire Officer, Stab Member

MAIL: carina.halvorsen@skien.kommune.no
PHONE: +47 94143577

José Ferreira
Escola Nacional de Bombeiros
President of the Board

MAIL: jose.ferreira@enb.pt
PHONE: +351 927414312
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Susana Silva
Escola Nacional de Bombeiros
Director

MAIL: susana.silva@enb.pt
PHONE: +351 968774965



Duarte da Costa
Autoridade Nacional de Emergência e Proteção Civil (ANEPC)
National Operacional Commander

MAIL: duarte.costa@prociv.pt
PHONE: +351 214247100

Richard Marques
Bombeiros Voluntários de Portimão
Commander

MAIL: richard.marques@ahbvp.pt
PHONE: +351 282420130

Rickard Hansen
MSB
Case Officer

MAIL: rickard.hansen@msb.se
PHONE: +46 725475819
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Artur Gomes
Escola Nacional de Bombeiros
Head of Department of Studies and Research

MAIL: artur.gomes@enb.pt
PHONE: +351 964018614



Daniele Ryser
Swiss firefighters association
Officer

MAIL: danieleryser@bluewin.ch
PHONE: +41 794783121
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